Tube Growth
Monitor™
Monitor Reformer Temperature Uniformity
Overheating Incident Protection
Hotspot Protection / Prevention
Real Time Measurements
Accurate Tube Life Estimation

The TGM™ Concept
The Tube Growth Monitor (TGM) system measures the thermal expansion
of reformer tubes, giving accurate information regarding operating
conditions relative to tube metal temperatures. Further, because the TGM
system detects changes in reformer tube metal temperatures earlier than
current instrumentation that provides feedback to the DCS, the TGM system
alarm trips before dangerous levels are reached. With early detection this
allows for effective protection against tube overheating incidents, provided
operators respond appropriately to the information fed by the TGM to the
DCS in a timely manner. The TGM temperature alarms are readily apparent
to plant operators and will prompt immediate action.
Use of the TGM data management software allows the reformer operator
to more effectively utilize collected data in optimizing the CAPEX plan and
OPEX maintenance budget. When analyzing the data the TGM sends to
the DCS and proprietary software, one can detect areas within the radiant
box that are operating at higher than normal temperatures. In turn, this
information can assist in determining which tubes require inspection or
potential replacement before a turn-around begins, potentially saving
thousands in expenses during turn-around activities alone and can likewise
have a profound economic impact in the avoidance of tube failures during
operation.

Benefits Of TGM©
TGM allows the following benefits:
Real-Time overheating condition detection
Efficient tube replacement decisions using real data
Allows for effective decision making based on
real data
Optimization of Reformer operation

TGM Monitor Display

Easy detection of hot spots
Optimization of inspection by focusing on areas
identified as problems
Highly visible to operators for reference
Flexible design allows for installation on a
variety of reformer designs
Proprietary data storage and retrieval software

Catalyst Tube Failure/Rupture

Tube Leak

Safety, Reliability & Maintenance Budget
In developing maintenance budgets, it is highly important
to work with the best data when making informed
decisions. The TGM grants the operator a comprehensive
overview of the heating in the reformer. This can aid
in decisions relating to turn-around activities, catalyst
tube replacement, spare tube requirements, insulation
inspections, and other activities. Using the information
gathered by the TGM, engineers can better identify areas
of concern and areas that need immediate attention.
Catalyst tube replacement is the greatest area
of impact on financial benefits of the TGM system. In
standard practice, the catalyst tubes are inspected during
turn-arounds. This can prove costly, as the conditions
of the tubes remain uncertain prior to shutdown of the
reformer. With data from the TGM system showing the
operating conditions prior to shutdown, it becomes
possible to identify areas of potential failure BEFORE turnaround activities commence. Turn-around inspection
data can also be correlated to TGM data to “fine-tune”
the results for accuracy, improving upon the advantages
already provided by the TGM system.

Internal view of tube rupture

Methodology
Currently, the remaining life of catalyst tubes is estimated using the
following methods: turn-around inspection, operational incident
replacement, end of life replacement, and examination of tube samples.
All of these methods lack accuracy in representing the conditions of
the tube population as a whole in the reformer. This inaccuracy can
result in the reformer operator incurring very high and often unforeseen
costs due to lost production time as a result of having to shut down the
reformer to replace a ruptured tube. Overheating conditions capable
of causing unforeseen troubles and costs can be mitigated with proper
monitoring. Typical monitoring done in the DCS, controlled by algorithms
and operators, is subjective and
fallible and requires time for an
experienced operator to interpret
and make required adjustments to
the operating system. In contrast,
the TGM system’s active realtime monitoring adds a layer of
protection, showing the current
status of the reformer with almost
no need for either interpretation
TGM Control System
or extensive experience.
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